
19 years ago…
The first Indiana Jones movie was released 19 years ago. My
wife and I didn’t go to movies often. At that time we had 3
daughters at home the youngest was 1 1/2 years old. Somehow we
got to a movie theater to see this one. When we did go to
movies, they were usually action movies. My wife was hard of
hearing, and she felt she got more out of the action movies,
because she didn’t need the dialog. On this movie, she said
she was wrong. We waited for the movie to come to the cheaper
theaters just to see it again, so she could watch the lips an
pick up more dialog. Then when they came to video, we actually
bought them to get the closed captioning. Except for the 2nd
movie,  we  watched  these  shows  over  and  over  again.  Our
children grew to like them too (something about brainwashing
could go in here, they were just repeatedly shown 2 of the
Indiana Jones Movies).

Then came today. Since 1989 a lot has changed. My children
grew up, the baby at that time is now 20. My youngest is 16.
Two other daughters are married. I have grandkids. I am a
widower… This was the first Indiana Jones Movie I did not see
with my wife. There is a piece missing to the show. That after
show conversation, trying to fill my wife into some of the
dialog.  Her  squeezing  my  hand  when  something  in  the  show
startled her. Her say how good looking either Harrison Ford or
eventually Sean Connery was. Complaining about all the new
characters, the story, or just whatever. Who we liked, who we
didn’t.  And  after  the  first  two  movies  and  the  Alan
Quartermain spoofs, watching the third, saying when will we
see the new Alan Quartermain??? There never was a 3rd Alan
Quartermain. By the time the last Indiana Jones rolled out,
the lead in Alan Quartermain was looking like Indiana did in
this last movie. No, there won’t be a spoof following this
one, unless its by the same people who brought us Scary Movie
and the Superhero Movie. That might be fun.
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So today was a fun day, since I got to see the newest Indy,
but at the same time there was a bit of a shadow over the
whole thing.

I wore my Indy outfit (Brown slacks, beige shirt, boots and
Fedora — too warm for the leather jacket) to the theater
today, I’m not sure how many noticed. Funny thing, while I got
an “Indiana Jones” Fedora a couple of Christmases ago, it was
just one of the brown fedoras I’ve had. I started wearing one
shortly after the first movie. My lovely wife said it looked
good on me, and I needed something to keep the sun off my face
during our summer vacations (usually hiking somewhere). I lost
my first hat, but I still have the second (not as nice since
we couldn’t afford a good one at the time). Now I have the hat
my daughters bought me for Christmas. I can never thank them
enough for that gift. As they can tell you, I wear that hat
often. Most of the winter, and summer. I don’t tend to wear it
in the spring or on windy days. In the spring, I’m looking for
as much sun as possible, so all hats are off my head.

Strange what watching a movie will make you think…


